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ROBUST PI-D CONTROLLER DESIGN FOR DESCRIPTOR
SYSTEMS USING REGIONAL POLE PLACEMENT
AND/OR H2 PERFORMANCE
Vojtech Veselý and Ladislav Körösi
The paper deals with the problem of obtaining a robust PI-D controller design procedure
for linear time invariant descriptor uncertain polytopic systems using the regional pole place-
ment and/or H2 criterion approach in the form of a quadratic cost function with the state,
derivative state and plant input (QSR). In the frame of Lyapunov Linear Matrix Inequality
(LMI) regional pole placement approach and/or H2 quadratic cost function based on Bellman-
Lyapunov equation, the designed novel design procedure guarantees the robust properties of
closed-loop system with parameter dependent quadratic stability/quadratic stability. In the
obtained design procedure the designer could use controller with different structures such as
P, PI, PID, PI-D. For the PI-D’s D-part of controller feedback the designer could choose any
available output/state derivative variables of descriptor systems. Obtained design procedure
is in the form of Bilinear Matrix Inequality (BMI). The effectiveness of the obtained results is
demonstrated on two examples.
Keywords: descriptor system, robust PI-D controller, state derivative feedback, output
feedback, pole placement
Classification: 93B51, 93B52, 93B55, 93B60
1. INTRODUCTION
A way to guarantee satisfactory transients of closed-loop linear systems is to place the
closed-loop eigenvalues in a suitable region, defined as a regional pole region or LMI
region in the complex plane. Regional pole assignment is considered in [8, 9, 12, 18] and
others. The descriptor systems have received attention over the past two decades due
to their ability to describe such systems as power systems, chemical processes, robotic
and economic systems [19] and so on. Specifically, the descriptor systems explicitly
describe some static constraints on physical variables. The stability of such system
has been studied in [3, 5, 7, 20]. In the above papers the authors have obtained the
asymptotic (robust) stability conditions based on Lyapunov stability theory. Design of
robust controllers for descriptor systems are given in papers [1, 2, 5, 6, 10, 17]. The
conditions of C(complete)-controllability and/or C- observability descriptor systems are
obtained in [16]. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, there are no publications to
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design output feedback robust controller for uncertain polytopic descriptor systems using
regional pole placement approach. The above approach belongs to the class of N-P hard
(Non-deterministic Polynomial-time Hardness) [4]. There are following difficulties to
robust controller design for linear continuous time systems with output feedback and
regional pole placement:
• strict pole placement design procedure holds if conditions [11] are verified,
• non strict pole placement (regional pole placement) design procedure holds if the
uncertain plant satisfies conditions given in [13] and for descriptor systems [16].
Method of Lyapunov stability theory leads to regional pole placement using LMI-
D-stability region.
For linear uncertain descriptor systems in [16] it is shown that for the system interval
matrices (E,A,B,C) the robust controllability and observability could be solved in terms
of the structured singular value of defined fixed matrices. In this paper we left open the
problem of controllability and observability of uncertain linear descriptor systems to the
design of robust PI-D controller.
In this paper the novel design procedure is obtained to design the robust PI-D con-
troller for uncertain polytopic linear descriptor systems based on regional pole placement
and/or minimizing H2 quadratic cost function, known as QSR (state, derivative state
and input) performance. For feedback of D part of the controller the designer could use
any /or all states/outputs derivative of descriptor systems.
We would like to stress that in the paper [21] for the time variant descriptor system the
time variant controller -gain scheduled controller has been designed and in the proposed
paper, for the time invariant descriptor system the original design procedure is obtained
to design PID robust time invariant controller.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2. provides mathematical model of un-
certain polytopic descriptor system, preliminaries and a short survey of regional pole
placement approach with H2 performance. Finally, the problem formulation is given.
In Section 3. the main results are given. Examples and Conclusion are given in the last
two Sections.
Notations. The notations used in this paper are standard in the field of robust
controller design. The relation for symmetric matrices A > B means that matrix A−B
is positive definite. The transcript “T” stands for transposition, A ∈ Rm×n denotes a
set of real m×n matrices, In is n×n identity matrix, 1d is the vector of dimension “d”
with all entries “1”, ⊗ denotes the Kronecker product.
2. PRELIMINARIES AND PROBLEM FORMULATION
Consider the following uncertain polytopic descriptor LTI system in the form
Enẋn = A(ξ)nxn +B(ξ)nu, yn = Cnxn (1)
where we assume that system matrices A(ξ)n, B(ξ)n are affine with respect to uncertain




(Anj , Bnj)ξj , (2)






ξ̇j = 0, ξj ≥ 0.
Uncertainty ξj ∈ Ωξ, j = 1, . . . , N ; ξ̇j ∈ Ωt are constant or time varying parameters;
the sets Ωξ and Ωt are defined by (2) as a sum of corresponding variables, that is
ξ ∈ Ωξ =





ξ̇ ∈ Ωt =





matrices Anj , Bnj , C are constant matrices of corresponding dimensions; for matrix En
with constant entries it holds that rank(En) ≤ rank(A(ξ)n). For PI controller design
the plant state vector has to be expanded such that the part of new state variable



































where Cdn is the output matrix for derivative controller feedback. Let H2 be the





J = (xTQx+ ẋTETSEẋ+ uTRu, Q, S ≥ 0, R > 0.
For system (3) if det(λE−A(ξ)) 6= 0 for some λ ∈ C then it is regular, if all eigenvalues
of det(λE −A(ξ)) lie in the left half of the complex plane, the system is asymptotically
stable. The system is complete controllable if for any t1 > 0, x(0) ∈ Rn and w ∈ Rn
there exists a control input such that x(t1) = w. The following theorem, and definition
play an important role.
Theorem 2.1. (Chen and Liu [7]) The equilibrium x = 0 of a system (3) is asymptot-
ically stable, if n × n matrix P (ξ) > 0 exists, such that along the solution of (3), the
time derivative of Lyapunov function V (Ex) = (Ex)TP (Ex) is negative definite for all
variate of Ex.
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z ∈ C : L+ zM + zMT < 0
}
(5)
where L = LT ∈ Rd×d are real symmetric matrices and M ∈ Rd×d is a real matrix,
fd(z) = L+ zM + zM
T (6)
is the characteristic function of D-LMI region and d ≥ 1 characterizes the complexity of
D-LMI region.
The problem studied in this paper is to design a robust PI-D controller such that all
closed-loop eigenvalues lying in the prescribed D-LMI region and/or cost function (4)
have minimal value. Control algorithm of PI-D controller is as follows




















To obtain the minimal value of cost function (4) the well-known Bellman-Lyapunov
equation should be used.
Lemma 2.3. (Kuncevic and Lycak [14]) Consider the system (3) and control algorithm
(7). Control algorithm (7) is the guaranteed cost control law for the closed-loop system
Eẋ = (I − B(ξ)KDCd)−1 (A(ξ) + B(ξ)K)x = Ac(ξ)x if and only if there exists a









Uncertain system (3) with control algorithm (7) conforming to Lemma 2.3. is called
robust stable with guaranteed cost. For concrete structure of V (·) “if and only if” may
to be reduced to “if”.
3. ROBUST PI-D CONTROLLER DESIGN IN LMI - D-REGION
Using Theorem 2.2 from [8] it follows
Lemma 3.1. The uncertain system Ac(ξ) is robustly D−stable if positive definite sym-
metric matrix P (ξ) exists such that
L⊗ P (ξ) +M ⊗ (P (ξ)Ac(ξ)) +MT ⊗ (Ac(ξ)TP (ξ)) < 0 (9)
for P (ξ) > 0, ξ ∈ Ωξ, ξ̇ ∈ Ωt.
Multiplying (9) by xT and x and using the closed-loop equation with E = I, one can




 L⊗ P (ξ) M ⊗ P (ξ) 0MT ⊗ P (ξ) 0 0
0 0 0
 v < 0 (10)
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where vT =
[
(1d ⊗ x)T (1d ⊗ ẋ)T (1d ⊗ u)T
]
.
Lyapunov function for the descriptor systems is in the form V (Ex) = (Ex)TP (ξ)(Ex)













If one takes into account that in our case ξ is time varying and (9) has been obtained





L⊗ ET (P (ξ) + P (ξ̇))E M ⊗ ETP (ξ)E 0MT ⊗ ET (P (ξ)E 0 0
0 0 0
 v < 0. (12)
Note that (11) and characteristic function (6) are related by the following substitution
{
ETP (ξ)E,ETP (ξ), P (ξ)E} ↔ {1, z, z
}
.
Inequality (9) for descriptor system and time varying ξ is as follows
L⊗ (ET (P (ξ) + P (ξ̇)E) +M ⊗ (ETP (ξ)Ac(ξ)) +MT ⊗ ((ETP (ξ)Ac(ξ))T ) < 0. (13)
To split system matrices from Lyapunov matrices and to obtain closed-loop matrix
convex with respect to uncertain parameter ξ, one could introduce the auxiliary matrices












 [−K −KDCdE Im] v2 = 0.
(14)
Summarizing modified (14) and (12) one can obtain for the first derivative of extended






vT2 Wjv2 < 0 (15)
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−NT1 (Id ⊗Aj)− (Id ⊗Aj)TN1 −NT4 (Id ⊗K)
− (Id ⊗K)TN4
wj12 = M ⊗ (ETPjE) +NT1 (Id ⊗ E)− (Id ⊗Aj)TN2 −NT4 (Id ⊗KDCdE)
− (Id ⊗K)TN5
wj13 = −NT1 (Id ⊗Bj)− (Id ⊗Aj)TN3 +NT4 − (Id ⊗K)TN6
wj23 = −NT2 (Id ⊗Bj) + (Id ⊗ E)TN3 +NT5 − (Id ⊗KDCdE)TN6
wj22 = N
T
2 (Id ⊗ E) + (Id ⊗ E)TN2 −NT5 (Id ⊗KDCdE)− (Id ⊗KDCdE)TN5
wj33 = −NT3 (Id ⊗Bj)− (Id ⊗Bj)TN3 +NT6 +N6
where without change of notation one has Ni = Ninew = (Id ⊗ Niold), i = 1, 2, . . . , 6,
Qe = Id ⊗ Q, Se = (Id ⊗ S), Re = (Id ⊗ R). For H2 performance robust controller
design with quadratic cost function and to obtain the guaranteed cost control law due
to (8) one needs to change the following variables wjik as follows
wj11new = wj11 +Qe,
wj22new = wj22 + (Id ⊗ E)TSe(Id ⊗ E)




Condition (15) ensures the robust properties of polytopic closed-loop descriptor system
with parameter dependent quadratic stability. The demanded performance of uncer-
tain closed-loop descriptor systems to be guaranteed by moving all vertices of uncertain
descriptor system the closed-loop eigenvalues to the prescribed LMI region and/or min-
imization of H2 quadratic cost function (4). Slightly modifying of the (15) one could
obtain the robust controller design procedure to the polytopic descriptor systems for the
design of robust controller with structures P, PI, PID, PI-D.
4. EXAMPLES
Example 4.1. The first example has been borrowed from [15]. This system is tested
open-loop as not-regular and unstable. The parameters of the system plant model are
as follows
E =
1 0 0.52 1 1
0 0 0
 , A =
2.4 0.2 1.24 1.5 2
0 0 0

















The problem is to design decentralized PI-D output feedback controller using regional
pole placement and H2 cost function in the quadratic form (4) with Q = I ∗ qo, qo =
0.01; S = so ∗ I, so = 1; R = ro ∗ I, ro = 1. Let the LMI region be a disk of radius r
and center (−q, 0) with characteristic function
fD(z) =
[
−r q + z
q + z −r
]
< 0.
With designed PI-D controller we would like to move closed-loop eigenvalues to de-
fined disk type LMI regions. Disk type LMI regions for three cases are given as follows.
a. q = 10, r = 9.9
b. q = 10, r = 9.7 (case b.1) and q = 40, r = 39.7 (case b.2)
c. q = 60, r = 59.6.
For three cases with calculation we obtain the following parameters of decentralized
PI-D controllers and closed-loop eigenvalues as follows.














Closed-loop eigenvalues of descriptor systems with obtained controllers are
Eigclosedloop = {−0.3202;−1.856± 0.2756i;−0.6263}
All closed-loop eigenvalues are lying in the prescribed LMI region.
Case b.1 BMI failed.














Eigclosedloop = {−0.4021± 0.3065i;−1.4384;−2.1703}
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For the Case c. the closed-loop eigenvalues are
Eigclosedloop = {−0.428± 0.2531i;−1.1229;−1.9857}.
From above simple example one could observe that moving the closed-loop eigenvalues
to the left-side of complex plane the controller gains rapidly increases.
Example 4.2. For the second example we have taken the uncertain modified descriptor
system [23] with two vertices, unstable system and with maximal rate value of system
parameter changes max ξ̇ = 0.01/sec. The parameters of controlled descriptor systems
are as follows
E =
1 1 01 −1 1
2 0 1









1.5 0.5 1−1 0 1
0.5 0 1





 1.3 0.8 0.7−0.8 −0.1 0.8
0.4 0 0.75
 , B1 =
 0.8 0.750.75 0
0.75 1
 .
LMI region for the first is defined as disk with q = 20, r = 19.8. The obtained robust














Closed-loop eigenvalues of uncertain descriptor system with obtained controllers for the
case of the first vertex are
Eigclosedloop1 = {−2.8844± 1.2936i;−0.9156± 1.1052i}
and for the second vertex
Eigclosedloop2 = {−3.8629;−1.7555± 1.4013i;−0.3378}.
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For the same uncertain system parameters let LMI region be defined as conic a sector[as
conic sector] with apex at the origin and inner angle 2η, η = 1.25rad Characteristic
function of conic sector is as follows
fD(z) =
[
sinη(z + z) cosη(z − z)
cosη(z − z) sinη(z + z)
]
< 0.













Closed-loop eigenvalues for uncertain descriptor system in the first vertex are
Eigclosedloop1 = {−31.8479;−2.22± 0.9392i;−1.7725}
and in the second one are
Eigclosedloop2 = {−28.6215;−3.2409± 1.7679i;−0.1489}.
From above examples one could observe that for the given descriptor system param-
eters moving the closed-loop eigenvalues to the left of complex plane simultaneously the
controller parameters are increasing too. We finally get all closed-loop eigenvalues to the
strong demanded LMI region but due to high gains especially of D-part of controller, real
input constraints and system disturbances the performance may be unpracticall. Note
that to obtain satisfactory results the uncertain descriptor system needs to meet the
condition of C-controllability and C-observability [16]. Examples show, that all closed-
loop eigenvalues lying inside the prescribed LMI region which with H2 performance for
controller designer open new possibilities to obtain the demanded quality of uncertain
descriptor closed-loop systems.
5. CONCLUSIONS
The paper deals with the problem to obtain the novel design procedure for linear uncer-
tain polytopic descriptor system to design of robust PI-D controller. Designed controller
ensures to closed-loop uncertain system robust properties with parameter dependent
quadratic stability/quadratic stability. The demanded closed-loop performance is guar-
anteed by moving the closed-loop uncertain system eigenvalues to defined regional pole
region-LMI region and/or minimizing the H2 quadratic cost function. Obtained design
procedure is in the form of BMI. To obtain the less conservative results, to split the
system and Lyapunov matrices and to ensure that uncertain parameters are convex we
have introduced to the design procedure six auxiliary matrices. Examples show that all
closed-loop eigenvalues lying in the prescribed LMI region which prove the effectiveness
of proposed method. Above novel design procedure for controller designer opens the new
possibilities to obtain the demanded closed-loop system quality. The chosen controller
structure may be as P, PI, PID, and PI-D where for last cases for D-part of controller one
may use any output/state derivative of descriptor system, instead of descriptor states.
In the future we will follow the proposed idea using LMI region for a more broadly class
of uncertain continuous and discrete-time systems.
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